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When Doves Cry
Barenaked Ladies

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE---------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the #
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research. #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#

When Doves Cry
Cover by Bare Naked Ladies
Originally by Prince

Chord Define:

 G#m           F#           G#
--4------    --2-----    --4-----|
--4-5----    --2-----    --4-----|
--4---6--    --2-3---    --4-5---|
--4---6--    --2--4--    --4---6-|
--4------    --2--4--    --4---6-|
--0-------   --2-----    --4-----|

*sounds better if u play it muting and slapping the guitar
with resonant bass strings*

Chord Progression 1:

G#m                    F#
Dig if you will the picture

G#m                    F#
Of you and I engaged in a kiss

G#m                    F#
The sweat of your body covers me

F#                          (G#)    G#m
Can you my darling, can you picture this

Use Chord Progression 1:

Dream if you can a courtyard
An ocean of violets in bloom
Animals strike curious poses
They feel the heat
The heat between me and you

{Refrain}



G#                            F#
How can you just leave me standing

G#m                            F#
Alone in a world that s so cold, so cold

G#                       F#
Maybe I m just to demanding

F#                                G#
Maybe I m just like my father, too bold

G#m                         F#
Maybe you re just like my mother

G#                                   F#
She s never satisfied, she s never satisfied

G#m                       F#m (slap-mute)
Why do we scream at each other

(No chords)

This is what it sounds like
When doves cry

Use Chord Progression 1:
Touch if you will my stomach
Feel how it trembles inside
You ve got the butterflies all tied up
Don t make me chase you
Even doves have pride

{Refrain twice}

**********************************************************
chorded by Moleguitar

this song friggin rocks.
it sounds great on an acoustic and if u have two people singing
just like BNL did for their live version.

**********************************************************

Make sure you visit my homepages:

Listen to me play guitar and  sing  some songs i wrote (real audio)
http://members.xoom.com/moslife/misc/temp.htm

My Beliefs
http://www.setec.com.my/moek



My Main Homepage
http://www.bigfoot.com/~awarlock


